Physiotherapy for pusher behaviour in a patient with post-stroke hemiplegia.
This case report describes a specific, literature-based physiotherapy treatment and the outcome for a stroke patient with pusher behaviour. Pusher behaviour is characterized by pushing strongly towards the hemiplegic side in all positions and resisting any attempt at passive correction of posture to bring the weight towards or over the midline of the body. The patient was a 71-year-old man with clear pusher behaviour due to a stroke. Therapy for the pushing behaviour was performed over a 3-week period. Motor function, mobility, disability, tone anomalies and pusher behaviour were assessed before and after the study period. Immediate effects of a single training session were assessed by clinical observation. Immediate effects on the pusher behaviour were observed when using visual and auditory feedback, but not when somatosensory input was used. These results were not maintained to the end of the treatment period. Treatment makes the patient able to use compensatory strategies for functional activities. The long-term effects should be investigated in more depth in the future.